
Elizabeth Blessing (aka Liz, Beth, Lizzie) 
Human Female 

Hotshot Pilot and Con Woman 

 

Attributes 

AGI  +2  (graceful and dexterous) 

APP  +1  (cute in a sensual way) 

BLD  -1  (slight) 

CRE  +1  (sharp) 

FIT  0  (decent shape but doesn't work out) 

INF  +2 (believable) 

KNO  -1  (no formal education) 

PER  0  (good senses but self-absorbed) 

PSY  -1  (self-destructive) 

WIL  -1  (impatient) 

 

Derived Attributes 

STR  0  (average) 

HEA  0  (young but parties hard) 

STA  20 

 

Wound Thresholds 

Flesh Wound 10 

Deep Wound 20 

Instant Death 40 

System Shock 5 

 

Damage 

Unarmed 2 

Armed  2 

 

Move 

Sprint  25 

Run  16 

Jog  12 

Walk  8 

Crawl  5 

 

Genre Points  3 

XP Remaining  0 

 

Perks & Flaws 

Criminal Background (car theft, petty crimes) -1 

Liar (little regard for the truth to get her way) -1 

Dependency (pills, Ecstasy mostly)  -2 

Quirk (lustful)     -1 

Quirk (adrenaline junkie)   -1 

Nemesis/Wanted (Vartanian and his goons) -6 

Cosmetic Implants (change appearance)  +2 

 

 
 
Skills 

Athletics    +1 

Business    +1 

Combat Sense    +2 

Defense   +3 

Disguise   +2 

Etiquette (Upper Class)  +1 

Fast Talk    +2 

Gambling   +2 

Leadership   +2 

Negotiation   +2 

Notice    +2 

Pilot (Ground)   +2 

 Specialization: Cars 

Pilot (Space)   +3 

Specialization: Tactical Ships 

Seduction   +2 

Sleight of Hand   +1 

Small Arms   +2 

Stealth    +1 

Streetwise   +2 

Tinker     +1 

Technical Science (Mechanic) +1 

Technical Science (Electronic) +1 

Zero-G    +1 

 



Background 
Liz Blessing emerged from an unhappy childhood to become a small-time car thief and getaway driver.  

She liked that life, and developed an appreciation for souping up cars and driving really fast.  She loved 

escaping from the police, and grew pretty good at it after a couple initial arrests.   

 

Before long, she caught the eye of up-and-coming mobster Legos Vartanian, who offered her a position 

first in his gang and then in his bed.  At first Liz was greatly impressed by his wealth and suave 

demeanor.  He gave her all the clothes, money, and wealth she'd ever wanted, and from him she learned to 

perfect her skills as a con artist.  He even paid for some extremely expensive cosmetic implants that let 

Liz change her appearance in the blink of an eye.  She became a valuable asset; her ability to alter her 

looks and her nearly reflexive ability to lie convincingly helped her pull off a lot of lucrative jobs with the 

organization.  As time went on, however, being the girlfriend to a psychotic and violent gangster wore on 

Liz.  She took up piloting Vartanian's space yacht for a diversion, and then as things got worse escaped 

into drugs (Ecstasy mainly, but most pills and booze/pot were all welcome).  She became extremely self 

destructive as her situation got worse and worse.  As Vartanian became more paranoid and violent over 

time (and more bizarre and perverted in his personal habits), Liz finally decided it was either leave or 

burn out totally and die - either by overdose, crash, or at the hands of “Lungsucker” (Legos’ mobster 

nickname).   

 

At this time, she became aware of a plot against Vartanian by a bunch of crooked cops that intended to 

steal a bunch of his money.  One member of the group, Caleb, seemed impressionable enough to be a 

good candidate to help her make her move, and she approached him with a sob story about being held in 

thrall by Vartanian.  She planned out her escape, and lined up a spaceship to buy.  Knowing she'd need 

another crew member or two to operate the ship, she found through her underworld connections an 

underground doctor named Goat and a Saurk named Bob that was crazy but a brilliant engineer.  She fed 

Caleb the information the cops needed to pull the job off, and then placed a call to make sure things went 

poorly after the snatch of the money so that he'd be on the run as well (he still doesn't know this part of 

it).  Her biggest con went off as planned, and all four of them found themselves on the Salt Witch 

speeding away from Gaulden.  They discovered that they lacked an adequate gunner and a navigator, so 

on a nearby space station Liz picked up a Demlux space biker named Kraid in a bar and offered him a 

position on the ship.  Being on the run himself, he accepted...  And the rest was history. 

 

Personality 
Liz is enjoying what feels like a return to her earlier, happier car-thief/petty criminal days, and is 

currently loving dressing rough, carrying a gun in her waistband, and playing Han Solo.  She's a very 

skilled liar, seductress, and grifter, but suffers from a self-destructive nature and petulant impatience.  

When she gets bored, she causes trouble.  She's still prone to overuse drugs and party when she should be 

doing something else.  She's not using her implants much right now because of their association in her 

mind with Vartanian and his twisted tastes.   

 

Liz knows how to use a gun and will do so if she has to (she owns a large 11mm pistol); she is, however, 

not a big fan of violence or killing, and avoids it whenever possible.  She often carries a taser to this end.  

She likes people, and sometimes lets her compassion get in the way of her cons (Vartanian tried to 

eliminate this "soft" streak in her).  Lying is like a reflex to her, and she does it without thinking.  She 

generally has a poor view of human men – to her, they're mostly degenerates that are easily manipulated.   

Liz is fun and open to new experiences.  She likes to learn new things.  She takes some time with her 

appearance and keeps a bewildering array of cosmetics, beauty products, etc. in the ship's head.   

 

Currently, Liz is in love with Linda “Ozzie” Oswald, a Goth-looking sniper with a mercenary unit.  She 

feels strongly about Ozzie, though their relationship has had some ups and downs, and they have to spend 

a lot of time apart because of their respective occupations.  Rebound from Vartanian or true love?  Only 

time will tell. 

 



Appearance and Implants 
Her cosmetic implants are state of the art. Vartanian had her go to an offworld plastic surgeon who is one 

of the best in the galaxy.  She can change her skin color to all but the darkest shades, her hair can change 

color and texture, and her eyes can change color.  Her breast implants can vary in size and she has smaller 

implants, like controllable Botox, that can change the size of her lips, the skin around her eyes, etc.   

Combined with her disguise skills, she can look like anyone from a plump black woman to a tall blonde - 

she even does a passable Asian man.   

Most of the time, however, she can be found looking like herself - attractive, medium height, sensual lips, 

almond eyes, mid-length straight dark hair. 

 

Equipment 
 

On Person 

Fiber Weave jacket (AV 15) 

Taser (Intensity 5 Electrical, DM 3, Rng 4/8/16/32, RoF 0, Ammo 30, Wt .5) 

Wristcom 

 

In Purse 

Pilot’s License 

Disguise kit/cosmetics/beauty products 

Pill bottle w/Ecstasy (Pot 8 Stim/Euph, MoF bonus to init, Mof >4 too much fun) 

Painkillers (Pot 6 ignore MoF WP) 

Cat’s Eye (night vision) 

Sleep (Pot 6 unconsc MoF hours) 

Fast Heal (double healing rate) 

 

When Trouble Might Happen 

11mm Pistol (DM 24, Rng 8/16/32/64, RoF 0, Ammo 8, Wt 2) 

Silencer for pistol 

Laser Sight for pistol (+1 Acc PB/Short) 

2 Neuro-shock grenades 

 

When Shipboard Trouble Might Happen 

Military Vacc Suit (AV 20) 

 

Kit (in SUV or on ship) 

Heavy Flak Armor (AV 25) 

Gas Mask 

Mechanical Toolkit 

Electronic Lockpicks 

Rangefinder Binoculars 

Tactical Scanner 

Survival Kit 

Booze (various) 

 

 

41,550 Cr 

 

 


